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! Dissapointed 

2 Quotations: 
 1:14 Terri Dingman I got to try it yesterday...it's not as sweet as their other 

Frappuccinos 

Content: 
Terri Dingman I got to try it yesterday...it's not as sweet as their other Frappuccinos 

 1:63 James Becker not really into how these tasted... i am loving everything 
unicorn right now tho! i jus… 

Content: 
James Becker not really into how these tasted... i am loving everything unicorn right now tho! 
i just found the funniest unicorn poop jelly beans and my whole family is cracking up 

! Excited 

34 Quotations: 
 1:9 Kim Hughes Jade Carla Becky Erin if this is real I will be working out of 

Starbucks for the next wee… 

Content: 
Kim Hughes Jade Carla Becky Erin if this is real I will be working out of Starbucks for the 
next week, please join me!! 

 1:10 Nicole Marie Pat Mormino Here's another girly SB drink for you to try (and 
me too) lol. We need to t… 

Content: 
Nicole Marie Pat Mormino Here's another girly SB drink for you to try (and me too) lol. We 
need to try these in the next few days since it's only for a limited time. 

 1:13 La Bamba Alondra does the Starbucks by your house have this?? 

Content: 
La Bamba Alondra does the Starbucks by your house have this?? 

 1:15 Christina Fox Beth Shoemaker Burkey I need to find time/make time to buy 
you a unicorn frappuccino! 

Content: 
Christina Fox Beth Shoemaker Burkey I need to find time/make time to buy you a unicorn 
frappuccino! 



 1:16 SungYee Yang Kerry!! If you were near, I'd show up at your door with 
this^^ pretty drink like u^_^ 

Content: 
SungYee Yang Kerry!! If you were near, I'd show up at your door with this^^ pretty drink like 
u^_^ 

 1:20 Amanda Vencis Brittny McIntire I see a much needed date in our near 
future drinking magical drinks!! 

Content: 
Amanda Vencis Brittny McIntire I see a much needed date in our near future drinking 
magical drinks!! 

 1:21 Rosita Guichelaar Priszz Cilla, als we naar Amsterdam gaan MOET ik hier 
weer een paar x naar toe 

Content: 
Rosita Guichelaar Priszz Cilla, als we naar Amsterdam gaan MOET ik hier weer een paar x 
naar toe 

 1:22 Morgan Meza loaded with sugar but its so cuuuuuuuute!!! its MAGIC! 

Content: 
Morgan Meza loaded with sugar but its so cuuuuuuuute!!! its MAGIC! 

 1:23 Kaleena Leonard Michael Bring Mila to get one of these tomorrow... 

Content: 
Kaleena Leonard Michael Bring Mila to get one of these tomorrow... 

 1:25 Kelly Holt Nik Ki stopping at two locations tomorrow before work and if I'm 
lucky I'm bringing you o… 

Content: 
Kelly Holt Nik Ki stopping at two locations tomorrow before work and if I'm lucky I'm bringing 
you one 

 1:27 Mercedes Gomez Miguel Gomez Now may be the time to become a 
frappuccino drinker! 

Content: 
Mercedes Gomez Miguel Gomez Now may be the time to become a frappuccino drinker! 

 1:28 Jordin Sexton Vanessa we should get these on Friday if we have time!!! 

Content: 
Jordin Sexton Vanessa we should get these on Friday if we have time!!! 

 1:29 Rashel McCue Anna Heller is this the magical beverage you were talking 
about?! 

Content: 
Rashel McCue Anna Heller is this the magical beverage you were talking about?! 



 1:30 Kimmi Cardwell Monica and Maria! Lol we need a coffee date with these! 

Content: 
Kimmi Cardwell Monica and Maria! Lol we need a coffee date with these! 

 1:40 Heather Atkinson Kevin Thorne need to stop at a Starbucks this weekend 
state side 

Content: 
Heather Atkinson Kevin Thorne need to stop at a Starbucks this weekend state side 

 1:44 Sue Merfeld Maria Elizabeth WHEN ARE WE GOING? We need to try it 
together 

Content: 
Sue Merfeld Maria Elizabeth WHEN ARE WE GOING? We need to try it together 

 1:49 Jaymee Warner Kyrie! You need to try this and tell me how it is! Im not a 
coffee drinker but this lo… 

Content: 
Jaymee Warner Kyrie! You need to try this and tell me how it is! Im not a coffee drinker but 
this looks amazing! 

 1:51 Hannah Jensen Tawny Vena made me think of you and your new drink 
adventures! Have you tried this alr… 

Content: 
Hannah Jensen Tawny Vena made me think of you and your new drink adventures! Have 
you tried this already? Looks 
amazing 

 1:53 Josie Tucker Shaline Vien wait but this really looks good but I shouldn't 
order it...? 

Content: 
Josie Tucker Shaline Vien wait but this really looks good but I shouldn't order it...? 

 1:54 Anna Christine Wicks See Douglas Wicks! This is what I was talking about 
and it is real and cool! 

Content: 
Anna Christine Wicks See Douglas Wicks! This is what I was talking about and it is real and 
cool! 

 1:61 Allison Goodman Nicole Cyr uhhhh imma need one of these this morning 

Content: 
Allison Goodman Nicole Cyr uhhhh imma need one of these this morning 

 1:62 Danielle Hamilton John Odom a frap you might actually like!!! I'm totally 
getting one tomorrow! 

Content: 
Danielle Hamilton John Odom a frap you might actually like!!! I'm totally getting one 
tomorrow! 



 1:71 Sambon Chuk Christina!! Kate wants to go tomorrow.. do your girls know 
about this? 

Content: 
Sambon Chuk Christina!! Kate wants to go tomorrow.. do your girls know about this? 

 1:72 Nicolle Mazzoleni Titman Kelly Benson you better post a photo if you or 
one of your kids gets this!… 

Content: 
Nicolle Mazzoleni Titman Kelly Benson you better post a photo if you or one of your kids 
gets this! Looks amazing! 

 1:78 Janelle Harding Ashley, starting tomorrow! I feel like we need this!! 

Content: 
Janelle Harding Ashley, starting tomorrow! I feel like we need this!! 

 1:79 Juliette Gonzalez Delgado Ramses Sanchez and Kenneth 'Scooter' Dabney 
on y'all next Starbucks run, C… 

Content: 
Juliette Gonzalez Delgado Ramses Sanchez and Kenneth 'Scooter' Dabney on y'all next 
Starbucks run, Can y'all pick me up one of these? Thanks! 

 1:81 Joyce Ruby Ho Ben Oh Roger Wong my level of sweetness!!! 

Content: 
Joyce Ruby Ho Ben Oh Roger Wong my level of sweetness!!! 

 1:82 Tori Paige Bond Susan Howell should we expand our horizons and try 
this?? 

Content: 
Tori Paige Bond Susan Howell should we expand our horizons and try this?? 

 1:83 Vanessa Bicknell Jacinta Spencer wait until Ellie sees this! We need to 
plan our trip 

Content: 
Vanessa Bicknell Jacinta Spencer wait until Ellie sees this! We need to plan our trip 

 1:85 Marysia Yousoufian Cassidy Dever-Baker UUUUNICOOOOORN! (It's 
probably too sweet for you though 

Content: 
Marysia Yousoufian Cassidy Dever-Baker UUUUNICOOOOORN! (It's probably too sweet for 
you though 

 1:90 Kristin Jordan Lucy Claire Douglas I will have to get one of these. Just too 
see how Unicorn it real… 

Content: 
Kristin Jordan Lucy Claire Douglas I will have to get one of these. Just too see how Unicorn 
it really is 



 1:91 Maria Linares Suzy Ramirez this is the drink I was talking about! 

Content: 
Maria Linares Suzy Ramirez this is the drink I was talking about! 

 1:93 Merin Lindsay Maggie Roush Hastings we may need a pit stop for this on 
our road trip tomorrow 

Content: 
Merin Lindsay Maggie Roush Hastings we may need a pit stop for this on our road trip 
tomorrow 

 1:94 Roma Swanson TJ Ripley, what? Tell me more. Joni Newberry this looks 
fun! 

Content: 
Roma Swanson TJ Ripley, what? Tell me more. Joni Newberry this looks fun! 

! Expensive 

1 Quotations: 
 1:3 The only thing magical about this is how it will empty your wallet and make 

your teeth disappear. Aw… 

Content: 
The only thing magical about this is how it will empty your wallet and make your teeth 
disappear. Awful. 

! Fun 

8 Quotations: 
 1:5 Lisi Hickey For all the craby people, it's only for a week and it looks fun! 

Content: 
Lisi Hickey For all the craby people, it's only for a week and it looks fun! 

 1:8 Stacy Sparkle All these people whining, "It's unhealthy". Well, I'm thin and 
eat well the majority o… 

Content: 
Stacy Sparkle All these people whining, "It's unhealthy". Well, I'm thin and eat well the 
majority of the time so what's wrong with 
a "treat" every so often? Won't kill you. LIGHTEN UP! Looks fun! Gimmicky but, FUN! 

 1:17 Jaiden Nikole Everhart Jill Nystrom she's definitely not going to want 
happy meals after she gets ah… 

Content: 
Jaiden Nikole Everhart Jill Nystrom she's definitely not going to want happy meals after she 
gets ahold of this haha 

 1:19 Leche Shitlesworth Missy Tarango Watson This might be a bit on the 
sweet side, but we definitely nee… 



Content: 
Leche Shitlesworth Missy Tarango Watson This might be a bit on the sweet side, but we 
definitely need a selfie with it 

 1:48 Dienene C Williams The colors in this look amazing, but I have a feeling 
that it's quite unhealthy.… 

Content: 
Dienene C Williams The colors in this look amazing, but I have a feeling that it's quite 
unhealthy. I'll look into it. 

 1:66 Petra Jonas looks like a party in a cup (love the bright, happy colours 

Content: 
Petra Jonas looks like a party in a cup (love the bright, happy colours 

 1:72 Nicolle Mazzoleni Titman Kelly Benson you better post a photo if you or 
one of your kids gets this!… 

Content: 
Nicolle Mazzoleni Titman Kelly Benson you better post a photo if you or one of your kids 
gets this! Looks amazing! 

 1:94 Roma Swanson TJ Ripley, what? Tell me more. Joni Newberry this looks 
fun! 

Content: 
Roma Swanson TJ Ripley, what? Tell me more. Joni Newberry this looks fun! 

! Health 

25 Quotations: 
 1:1 Sonja-Rose Cowen Not really sure why SHAPE is advocating for a product 

loaded with sugar and empty c… 

Content: 
Sonja-Rose Cowen Not really sure why SHAPE is advocating for a product loaded with 
sugar and empty calories? Nothing nutritious about this! Maybe Starbucks paid you to post 
this? Gross!!!! 

 1:2 Shannon Yontz And you are promoting this on behalf of Health? Seriously - 
don't any of you take your… 

Content: 
Shannon Yontz And you are promoting this on behalf of Health? Seriously - don't any of you 
take your jobs with a responsibility to the public.....all this is is a cup of diabetes wtih whipped 
cream. 

 1:3 The only thing magical about this is how it will empty your wallet and make 
your teeth disappear. Aw… 

Content: 
The only thing magical about this is how it will empty your wallet and make your teeth 
disappear. Awful. 



 1:6 Trevor Ettridge Some people make poor choices and this is a classic 
example. Eat and drink inprocess… 

Content: 
Trevor Ettridge Some people make poor choices and this is a classic example. Eat and drink 
inprocessed food only for good health. Junk food is disgusting. 

 1:7 Graciela Collado I like Starbucks and I like sweet things but this doesn't 
appeal to me; it just loo… 

Content: 
Graciela Collado I like Starbucks and I like sweet things but this doesn't appeal to me; it just 
looks too artificial/processed to me. Not going to go on a rant about sugar and calories 
though, people need to calm down, seriously. 

 1:12 Joanna Malinowska Dear SHAPE, is it admissible as part of healthy and 
balanced nutrition plan:)? 

Content: 
Joanna Malinowska Dear SHAPE, is it admissible as part of healthy and balanced nutrition 
plan:)? 

 1:18 Katie Black Gross!!! LikeShow more reactions · Reply · 1 · April 20 at 
7:08am Not something you shou… 

Content: 
Katie Black Gross!!! LikeShow more reactions 
· Reply · 1 
· April 20 at 7:08am 
Not something you should drink to get into SHAPE! 

 1:22 Morgan Meza loaded with sugar but its so cuuuuuuuute!!! its MAGIC! 

Content: 
Morgan Meza loaded with sugar but its so cuuuuuuuute!!! its MAGIC! 

 1:26 Lan Savard Gina Gendy probably not too healthy but it looks like 
something you and Gianna would enjo… 

Content: 
Lan Savard Gina Gendy probably not too healthy but it looks like something you and Gianna 
would enjoy! 

 1:31 Tara Duncan Lawyer Karessa Baird Kelly Sims Garner If shape says to get 
one that means it's healthy,… 

Content: 
Tara Duncan Lawyer Karessa Baird Kelly Sims Garner If shape says to get one that means 
it's healthy, right? 

 1:33 Stephanie Miceli Not really. Might as well eat a bowl of sugar. Or smoke a 
pack of cigarettes. 

Content: 
Stephanie Miceli Not really. Might as well eat a bowl of sugar. Or smoke a pack of cigarettes. 



 1:34 Maria Chlih This has 62 grams of sugar why would shape be promoting 
it???SMH 

Content: 
Maria Chlih This has 62 grams of sugar why would shape be promoting it???SMH 

 1:35 Tracey Cassara Why is shape magazine promoting an unhealthy sugar 
bomb? This isn't in line with your… 

Content: 
Tracey Cassara Why is shape magazine promoting an unhealthy sugar bomb? This isn't in 
line with your brand. #epicfail 

 1:36 Ellen Begnaud Nothing at Starbucks interests me!! I won't go there I value 
my health to much!! 

Content: 
Ellen Begnaud Nothing at Starbucks interests me!! I won't go there I value my health to 
much!! 

 1:37 Shelley Smith Hawkins Really Shape?!?! Promoting a chemically colored, 
sugar loaded, empty calories… 

Content: 
Shelley Smith Hawkins Really Shape?!?! Promoting a chemically colored, sugar loaded, 
empty calories "drink"! 

 1:39 Lynn Allison looks too sugary..and people that are allergic to mangoes like 
me, cant have it..nor wo… 

Content: 
Lynn Allison looks too sugary..and people that are allergic to mangoes like me, cant have 
it..nor would I even order it. 

 1:47 Ashley Eason Over 400 calories 16 grams of fat 10 grams of saturated fat 
...See Mor 

Content: 
Ashley Eason Over 400 calories 
16 grams of fat 
10 grams of saturated fat ...See Mor 

 1:48 Dienene C Williams The colors in this look amazing, but I have a feeling 
that it's quite unhealthy.… 

Content: 
Dienene C Williams The colors in this look amazing, but I have a feeling that it's quite 
unhealthy. I'll look into it. 

 1:52 Analiese Garcia With over 70 grams of sugar....equivalent to 3 snickers 
bars!! We wonder why everyon… 

Content: 
Analiese Garcia With over 70 grams of sugar....equivalent to 3 snickers bars!! We wonder 
why everyone in this country has diabetes! 



 1:53 Josie Tucker Shaline Vien wait but this really looks good but I shouldn't 
order it...? 

Content: 
Josie Tucker Shaline Vien wait but this really looks good but I shouldn't order it...? 

 1:59 Jessica Marsala I'd like to know how many calories this drink has? Or how 
many grams of sugar? 

Content: 
Jessica Marsala I'd like to know how many calories this drink has? Or how many grams of 
sugar? 

 1:65 Stephanie Johnson Green Tea Crème Frappuccino® Blended Crème ... just 
as bad as the unicorn frappu… 

Content: 
Stephanie Johnson Green Tea Crème Frappuccino® Blended Crème 
... just as bad as the unicorn frappuccino...See More 

 1:67 Ioanna Römer Why are you posting this?...there is nothing Healthy about 
thissss....coloring, lots o… 

Content: 
Ioanna Römer Why are you posting this?...there is nothing Healthy about thissss....coloring, 
lots of sugar, fat, etc!!! 

 1:76 Amy Liwag Seriously, SHAPE, why the fuck would you put this shit in your 
page? Shouldn't HEALTH be y… 

Content: 
Amy Liwag Seriously, SHAPE, why the fuck would you put this shit in your page? Shouldn't 
HEALTH be your #1 priority?! 

 1:87 Ali Walker Jenny Forehand O'Quain - most definitely unhealthy, but this is 
something Lil Bit needs a… 

Content: 
Ali Walker Jenny Forehand O'Quain - most definitely unhealthy, but this is something Lil Bit 
needs at least once! haha 

! Joking 

24 Quotations: 
 1:24 Verena Rojas Kayla Chang i can imagine you running to get this at your 

nearest starbucks 

Content: 
Verena Rojas Kayla Chang i can imagine you running to get this at your nearest starbucks 

 1:41 Dianne Galasso-Polak Today's sign said. Sorry. The unicorns have flown 
away 

Content: 



Dianne Galasso-Polak Today's sign said. Sorry. The unicorns have flown away 

 1:42 Jasmine E. Chung Stella Yang where r u when i need u to try basic drinks 

Content: 
Jasmine E. Chung Stella Yang where r u when i need u to try basic drinks 

 1:45 Gail King Mallory, Jazzy would love this. Starts tomorrow. If you do t take 
her I will 

Content: 
Gail King Mallory, Jazzy would love this. Starts tomorrow. If you do t take her I will 

 1:50 Tamara Aurand Erika Wedemeyer, you know who is going to flip her 
lid...lol 

Content: 
Tamara Aurand Erika Wedemeyer, you know who is going to flip her lid...lol 

 1:51 Hannah Jensen Tawny Vena made me think of you and your new drink 
adventures! Have you tried this alr… 

Content: 
Hannah Jensen Tawny Vena made me think of you and your new drink adventures! Have 
you tried this already? Looks 
amazing 

 1:57 Franselly Jimenez RJ Causley, Rosie Marie said the 19th not the 20th and 
we'll take one each tomorro… 

Content: 
Franselly Jimenez RJ Causley, Rosie Marie said the 19th not the 20th and we'll take one 
each tomorrow, thanks! 

 1:60 Blair David Riccio Jason Dunnigan you should do a live vid trying this bad 
boy 

Content: 
Blair David Riccio Jason Dunnigan you should do a live vid trying this bad boy 

 1:68 Tj Chu Hee Soo Choi if I visit you tomorrow will you make this for me. 

Content: 
Tj Chu Hee Soo Choi if I visit you tomorrow will you make this for me. 

 1:70 Anna Champion Zoe I feel like this was made for you and Valerie haha!! 

Content: 
Anna Champion Zoe I feel like this was made for you and Valerie haha!! 

 1:73 Danielle Jo Ryan Joseph This may have to be the first frap you ever try.. 

Content: 
Danielle Jo Ryan Joseph This may have to be the first frap you ever try.. 



 1:74 Danielle Malone Shawn Brewer Carrie Schmidt I will drink some sugar if 
it's made of unicorns! 

Content: 
Danielle Malone Shawn Brewer Carrie Schmidt I will drink some sugar if it's made of 
unicorns! 

 1:77 Lyndsey Freel Susanne Bradford this drink was invented for you!! xx 

Content: 
Lyndsey Freel Susanne Bradford this drink was invented for you!! xx 

 1:78 Janelle Harding Ashley, starting tomorrow! I feel like we need this!! 

Content: 
Janelle Harding Ashley, starting tomorrow! I feel like we need this!! 

 1:79 Juliette Gonzalez Delgado Ramses Sanchez and Kenneth 'Scooter' Dabney 
on y'all next Starbucks run, C… 

Content: 
Juliette Gonzalez Delgado Ramses Sanchez and Kenneth 'Scooter' Dabney on y'all next 
Starbucks run, Can y'all pick me up one of these? Thanks! 

 1:80 Marina Grindle Iris Wu Corey Di i feel like you would get this haha 

Content: 
Marina Grindle Iris Wu Corey Di i feel like you would get this haha 

 1:81 Joyce Ruby Ho Ben Oh Roger Wong my level of sweetness!!! 

Content: 
Joyce Ruby Ho Ben Oh Roger Wong my level of sweetness!!! 

 1:83 Vanessa Bicknell Jacinta Spencer wait until Ellie sees this! We need to 
plan our trip 

Content: 
Vanessa Bicknell Jacinta Spencer wait until Ellie sees this! We need to plan our trip 

 1:84 Mandi Clements Russell Shae Weber are you guys making these my girls 
would love them!! Ha ha 

Content: 
Mandi Clements Russell Shae Weber are you guys making these my girls would love them!! 
Ha ha 

 1:87 Ali Walker Jenny Forehand O'Quain - most definitely unhealthy, but this is 
something Lil Bit needs a… 

Content: 
Ali Walker Jenny Forehand O'Quain - most definitely unhealthy, but this is something Lil Bit 
needs at least once! haha 



 1:88 LaToyia Adams-Esq Emily Sappington look! Unicorn frappe just in time for 
your party 

Content: 
LaToyia Adams-Esq Emily Sappington look! Unicorn frappe just in time for your party 

 1:89 Sue Benavides Morgan Overbeck something your ass would want to get 
lol 

Content: 
Sue Benavides Morgan Overbeck something your ass would want to get lol 

 1:92 Mindy Nienhouse Nicole L. Shugars bets on how long before Em wants 
this 

Content: 
Mindy Nienhouse Nicole L. Shugars bets on how long before Em wants this 

 1:93 Merin Lindsay Maggie Roush Hastings we may need a pit stop for this on 
our road trip tomorrow 

Content: 
Merin Lindsay Maggie Roush Hastings we may need a pit stop for this on our road trip 
tomorrow 

! Not concerned about health 

3 Quotations: 
 1:5 Lisi Hickey For all the craby people, it's only for a week and it looks fun! 

Content: 
Lisi Hickey For all the craby people, it's only for a week and it looks fun! 

 1:8 Stacy Sparkle All these people whining, "It's unhealthy". Well, I'm thin and 
eat well the majority o… 

Content: 
Stacy Sparkle All these people whining, "It's unhealthy". Well, I'm thin and eat well the 
majority of the time so what's wrong with 
a "treat" every so often? Won't kill you. LIGHTEN UP! Looks fun! Gimmicky but, FUN! 

 1:11 Rita Rojas You are so much fun Auntie Kerri, people need to lighten up 
about sugar. I'm guessing mor… 

Content: 
Rita Rojas You are so much fun Auntie Kerri, people need to lighten up about sugar. I'm 
guessing more people die from stress than sugar lol 

! Recommendation 

14 Quotations: 
 1:10 Nicole Marie Pat Mormino Here's another girly SB drink for you to try (and 

me too) lol. We need to t… 



Content: 
Nicole Marie Pat Mormino Here's another girly SB drink for you to try (and me too) lol. We 
need to try these in the next few days since it's only for a limited time. 

 1:26 Lan Savard Gina Gendy probably not too healthy but it looks like 
something you and Gianna would enjo… 

Content: 
Lan Savard Gina Gendy probably not too healthy but it looks like something you and Gianna 
would enjoy! 

 1:27 Mercedes Gomez Miguel Gomez Now may be the time to become a 
frappuccino drinker! 

Content: 
Mercedes Gomez Miguel Gomez Now may be the time to become a frappuccino drinker! 

 1:28 Jordin Sexton Vanessa we should get these on Friday if we have time!!! 

Content: 
Jordin Sexton Vanessa we should get these on Friday if we have time!!! 

 1:38 Vanessa Varriano Natalie Sweazey Stacey Gonder thought of the two of 
you unicorn fanatics. 

Content: 
Vanessa Varriano Natalie Sweazey Stacey Gonder thought of the two of you unicorn 
fanatics. 

 1:43 Jasmine Zhang Morgan Douglass I feel like this is something you would 
love to try! Hehe 

Content: 
Jasmine Zhang Morgan Douglass I feel like this is something you would love to try! Hehe 

 1:44 Sue Merfeld Maria Elizabeth WHEN ARE WE GOING? We need to try it 
together 

Content: 
Sue Merfeld Maria Elizabeth WHEN ARE WE GOING? We need to try it together 

 1:45 Gail King Mallory, Jazzy would love this. Starts tomorrow. If you do t take 
her I will 

Content: 
Gail King Mallory, Jazzy would love this. Starts tomorrow. If you do t take her I will 

 1:49 Jaymee Warner Kyrie! You need to try this and tell me how it is! Im not a 
coffee drinker but this lo… 

Content: 
Jaymee Warner Kyrie! You need to try this and tell me how it is! Im not a coffee drinker but 
this looks amazing! 



 1:60 Blair David Riccio Jason Dunnigan you should do a live vid trying this bad 
boy 

Content: 
Blair David Riccio Jason Dunnigan you should do a live vid trying this bad boy 

 1:62 Danielle Hamilton John Odom a frap you might actually like!!! I'm totally 
getting one tomorrow! 

Content: 
Danielle Hamilton John Odom a frap you might actually like!!! I'm totally getting one 
tomorrow! 

 1:69 Seth Gandy Elle You should probably get one of these today, limited time! 

Content: 
Seth Gandy Elle You should probably get one of these today, limited time! 

 1:70 Anna Champion Zoe I feel like this was made for you and Valerie haha!! 

Content: 
Anna Champion Zoe I feel like this was made for you and Valerie haha!! 

 1:86 Jane Overton Alice Murphy I feel like this is something you'd love haha 

Content: 
Jane Overton Alice Murphy I feel like this is something you'd love haha 

! Restricted to U.S. 

2 Quotations: 
 1:4 I asked in Starbucks today about this and they said it was only in America 

however, not sure if u k… 

Content: 
I asked in Starbucks today about this and they said it was only in America however, not sure 
if u know this but they have a 'secret menu' and I asked what was on it and they said at the 
moment a cookie dough frap !! I'll take that ! Lol xx 

 1:55 Nadia Mikrouli Omg...i want this...cant get this on vitality LikeShow more 
reactions · Reply · 1 · A… 

Content: 
Nadia Mikrouli Omg...i want this...cant get this on vitality LikeShow more reactions 
· Reply · 1 
· April 19 at 7:23pm 
1 Reply 
(or in the UK I bet) 

! Surprised 

1 Quotations: 



 1:46 Jade Taylor Nicole Gunderson it tells what its made of and its mango and 
other stuff. Never would ha… 

Content: 
Jade Taylor Nicole Gunderson it tells what its made of and its mango and other stuff. Never 
would have guessed that 


